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unfinished edge with thin trim

Reset your
standards
Acrovyn Wall Panels have been reimagined
to offer a variety of functional and aesthetic
improvements. The offering has been
expanded to include wrapped square-edge
panels, dimensional flexibility, graphic printing
capabilities, new trim options and the Sure

simple solution with
Sure Snap® System
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Snap® System. Tailored to withstand hightraffic abuse, Acrovyn Wall Panels keep walls
beautiful and damage free.

wrapped square edge with recessed reveal

front cover: wrapped square edge with recessed reveal
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CONFIGURATION

A new look
Acrovyn® Wall Panels can be incorporated into a variety of
designs. The size of your panels can have the most impact
on associated costs and manufacturing lead times, so we
highly recommend that you determine your desired look
as early as possible in the planning process. For your next
project, consider some of these suggested layouts and
custom shapes that other panel systems may not offer.

unfinished edge with picture frame & recessed reveal

wrapped square edge with recessed reveal
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FINISH

Unlimited possibilities
The Acrovyn® Wall Panel collection of finishes
now includes Acrovyn by Design®, giving you the
freedom to create interior environments that range
from classic to wildly expressive. Acrovyn is more
durable than laminate and stained wood, so your
vision will be preserved for years after installation.

Acrovyn® Solid Colors

Chameleon™
Simulated Patterns

Acrovyn by Design®

High resolution imagery
wrapped square edge with butt joint
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EDGE
Acrovyn Wall Panels include a moisture-resistant barrier
and are available in three edge selections designed to work
with the trim and reveal options featured on page 11. Edge
banding is necessary for most odd-shaped panels.

Get your edge
wrapped square
wrapped beveled
unfinished

MOUNT
The Sure Snap® System provides easy installation and
removal, requires minimal field-verified dimensions and
allows for cut-in-field flexibility, including the ability to
splice panels in the field. Permanent adhesive without
clips is also available.

Sure Snap® System

DEPTH

Dimensional relief
Demountable panels can be
3/4” (standard) up to 2” deep;

7/16” permanant
std 47”x119”

permanent adhesive panels
without clips are 7/16” deep only.
Both are 3/8” substrate laminated
with .040” PVC-free rigid sheet and
are UL Classified B/2 fire rated.

3/4” demountable
std 46”x118”
wrapped beveled edge with butt joint
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TRIM

Frame your work
From butt joints to dramatic reveals,
specify Acrovyn® Wall Panels with the
look that fits your project’s design. Ideal
for unfinished edge panels, choose

1/4”

either Picture Frame or Thin Trim. Both

1/16”

visibl

e

visibl

e

are factory-installed, but this feature
can be optional on permanently
mounted panels.

picture frame

thin trim

recessed reveal

butt joint

unfinished edge with thin trim

REVEAL
To create the desired complementing
or contrasting reveal color, mount
(permanent or demountable) panels
using the specified reveal width on
the wall prefinished with paint, strips
of Acrovyn sheet or other preferred
wall treatment.
unfinished edge with picture frame & recessed reveal
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HEADWALLS

Highlighting patient care
Both planning and design of a headwall
are essential for creating a room that looks
impressive while remaining functional. The
configuration options shown allow for cut outs
to address gas, electric and other services that
may be required in the headwall. With Acrovyn
Wall Panels, the design options are virtually
endless and your vision will be well protected.

focal configuration
Create a headwall directly behind a bed as a design feature
that will also protect the wall from abuse.

continuum configuration
This option transforms the entire wall behind the patient bed
into a design feature that protects the wall from the bed, carts
and additional furniture.

unfinished edge with picture frame & recessed reveal
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DESIGN YOUR OWN

1

Select a configuration —

classic design or use your
imagination. Include a general

tailor-made

simple

panel size.

2

3

Select a finish — Acrovyn solid

Select an edge treatment —

color, Chameleon simulated

wrapped square, wrapped

pattern or Acrovyn by Design

beveled or unfinished.

digital imagery.

4

5

Select a mounting option

Select a panel depth —

— demountable Sure Snap®

3/4” up to 2” for demountable

System or permanent adhesive

or 7/16” for permanent

without clips.

adhesive without clips.

6

7

Select a trim — Picture Frame,

Select a reveal — butt joint or

Thin Trim or no trim at all.

a reveal. Specify the distance
between panels.

wrapped beveled edge with butt joint
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CS creates products that solve complex building challenges around the world:
Acrovyn by Design®

Architectural Grilles + Vision Barriers

Expansion Joint Covers

Acrovyn Doors

Architectural Louvers

Explosion + Pressure Relief Vents

Acrovyn® Wall Covering + Panels

Cubicle Curtains + Tracks

Fire + Smoke Vents

Acrovyn® Wall Protection

Entrance Mats + Grids

Sun Controls

Decorative Walls

Anti-fatigue Flooring

347 South Broad Street
Hughesville, Pennsylvania 17734 U.S.A.
800.233.8493

895 Lakefront Promenade
Mississauga, Ontario L5E 2C2 Canada
888.895.8955
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